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US ARMY TRAINING AND DOCTRINE COMMAND
Type: Self-Propelled Howitzer

Nomenclature: PLL 09

Main Weapon: 122mm

Main Weapon Range: 18 km
Type: Towed Howitzer

Main Weapon: 155mm

Main Weapon Range: 53 km

Nomenclature: AH2
Type: Towed Howitzer

Main Weapon: 155mm

Main Weapon Range: 25 km

Nomenclature: AH 4
Type: Multiple Rocket Launcher

Main Weapon: 300mm

Main Weapon Range: 130 km

Nomenclature: AR2
Main Weapon: 12.7mm Machine Gun

Main Weapon Range: 1200m

Nomenclature: CSK-131

Type: Armored Personnel Carrier
Nomenclature: CSK-141

Main Weapon: 12.7mm Machine Gun

Type: Armored Personnel Carrier

Main Weapon Range: 1200m
Type: Unmanned Aerial Vehicle

Main Weapon: Medium Altitude, Medium Endurance

Main Weapon Range: 10 Hrs

Nomenclature: ASN-209
Type: Surface to Air Missile System

Main Weapon: Active Homing

Main Weapon Range: 200 km

Nomenclature: HQ-9
Type: Man Portable Surface to Air Missile System

Main Weapon Range: 5500m

Main Weapon: Infrared Homing

Nomenclature: FB-6
Type: Multiple Rocket Launcher

Main Weapon: 300/370mm

Main Weapon Range: 220 km

Nomenclature: AR3
Type: Combat Engineer Vehicle

Nomenclature: GCZ110

Main Weapon: Crane/Utility

Main Weapon Range: N/A
Type: Mine Clearing Vehicle

Main Weapon: N/A

Nomenclature: GSL 130
Type: Main Battle Tank

Nomenclature: MBT 2000

Main Weapon Range: 3000m, 1000m, 1200m

Main Weapon: 125mm Main Gun, 7.62mm MG, 12.7mm MG
Type: Self Propelled Gun - Mortar

Main Weapon: 120mm Gun - Mortar

Main Weapon Range: 9000m

Nomenclature: PLL-05
Type: Infantry Fighting Vehicle

Main Weapon: 30mm Machine Gun

Main Weapon Range: 2500m

Nomenclature: VN 10
Type: Self Propelled Howitzer

Main Weapon: 155mm

Main Weapon Range: 53000m

Nomenclature: SH1
Type: Man Portable Surface to Air Missile System

Main Weapon: Infrared Homing

Main Weapon Range: 5500m

Nomenclature: FN-6
Type: Self Propelled Gun - Mortar

Main Weapon: 120mm Gun - Mortar

Main Weapon Range: 9000m

Nomenclature: PLZ-05A
Type: Self Propelled Howitzer

Main Weapon: 122mm

Main Weapon Range: 18 km

Nomenclature: PLZ-07
Type: Anti Tank Guided Missile

Nomenclature: RED ARROW 10 on WG502

Main Weapon: Laser Guided

Main Weapon Range: 7000-9000m
Type: Self Propelled Howitzer

Nomenclature: PLZ-45

Main Weapon: 155mm

Main Weapon Range: 39 km
Type: Anti Tank Guided Missile

Main Weapon: Semi-Active RADAR / Command Line of Sight

Main Weapon Range: 3000m

Nomenclature: Red Arrow 73
Type: Anti tank Guided Missile on Infantry Fighting Vehicle

Main Weapon: Semi-Active RADAR / Command Line of Sight

Main Weapon Range: 5000m

Nomenclature: RED ARROW 9 on WZ551
Type: Truck Mounted Howitzer

Main Weapon: 122mm

Main Weapon Range: 27 km

Nomenclature: SH2
Type: Self Propelled Howitzer

Main Weapon: 122mm

Main Weapon Range: 27 km

Nomenclature: SH3
Type: Multiple Rocket Launcher

Main Weapon Range: 40 km - 70 km

Main Weapon: 122mm or 220mm

Nomenclature: SR5
Type: Armored Vehicle

Nomenclature: Tiger Type

Main Weapon: 7.62mm Machine Gun

Main Weapon Range: 1000m
Type: Main Battle Tank

Nomenclature: Type 59G

Main Weapon: 105mm

Main Weapon Range: 3000 m
Type: Self Propelled Howitzer

Main Weapon: 152mm

Main Weapon Range: 22 km

Nomenclature: Type 83
Type: Multiple Rocket Launcher

Nomenclature: Type 90B

Main Weapon: 122mm

Main Weapon Range: 40 km
Type: Light Tank

Nomenclature: Type - 15

Main Weapon: 105mm Rifled Gun

Main Weapon Range: 3000m
Type: Infantry Fighting Vehicle

Main Weapon: 7.62mm Machine Gun

Main Weapon Range: 1000m

Nomenclature: VN 1
Type: Infantry Fighting Vehicle

Main Weapon: 100mm Gun, Anti-Tank Guided Missiles, 30mm, 7.62mm MG

Main Weapon Range: 5000m, LOS, 3000m, 1000m

Nomenclature: VN 11
Type: Infantry Fighting Vehicle

Main Weapon: 30mm Gun, Anti-Tank Guided Missiles

Main Weapon Range: 3000m

Nomenclature: VN 17
Type: Amphibious Infantry Fighting Vehicle

Main Weapon: 30mm Machine Gun

Main Weapon Range: 3000m

Nomenclature: VN 18
Type: Reconnaissance Vehicle

Nomenclature: VN 3

Main Weapon: 12.7mm, 7.62mm Machine Guns

Main Weapon Range: 2000m, 1000m
Type: Armored Personnel Carrier

Main Weapon: 12.7mm, 7.62mm Machine Guns

Main Weapon Range: 2000m, 1000m

Nomenclature: VP 10
Type: Mine Resistant Armored Vehicle

Main Weapon: 7.62mm or 12.7mm Machine Gun

Main Weapon Range: 2000m, 1000m

Nomenclature: VP 3
Type: Armored Vehicle

Main Weapon: 12.7mm or 7.62mm Machine Gun

Main Weapon Range: 2000m, 1000m

Nomenclature: Warrior
Type: Multirole Unmanned Aerial Vehicle

Nomenclature: Wing Loong

Main Weapon: Air to Surface Missiles and Reconnaissance

Main Weapon Range: Flight Range

4000 km
Type: Multirole Unmanned Aerial Vehicle

Nomenclature: Wing Loong 2

Main Weapon: Air to Surface Missiles and Reconnaissance

Main Weapon Range: 20 hrs
Type: Multiple Rocket Launcher

Main Weapon: 400mm

Main Weapon Range: 40 km

Nomenclature: WS-3
Type: Armored Personnel Carrier

Main Weapon Range: 1200m

Main Weapon: 12.7mm Machine Gun

Nomenclature: WZ-523
Type: Infantry Fighting Vehicle

Nomenclature: WZ - 551

Main Weapon: 25mm Machine Gun

Main Weapon Range: 1500m
Type: Short Range Air Defense

Main Weapon Range: 6000m

Main Weapon: TY-90 Infrared Homing Missile

Nomenclature: Yitian on WZ-551
Type: Infantry Fighting Vehicle

Main Weapon: 12.7mm, 7.62mm Machine Guns

Main Weapon Range: 2000m, 1000m

Nomenclature: YW-531
Type: Infantry Fighting Vehicle

Nomenclature: YW-543

Main Weapon: 12.7mm, 7.62mm Machine Guns

Main Weapon Range: 2000m, 1000m
Type: Attack Helicopter

Nomenclature: Z-10

Main Weapon: Red Arrow 9, Rockets

Main Weapon Range: 5500m
Type: Attack Helicopter

Nomenclature: Z-19

Main Weapon: Red Arrow 8

Anti-Tank Guided Missile

Main Weapon Range: 4000m
Type: Multi-Role Helicopter

Nomenclature: Z-9

Main Weapon: Guns, Rockets, or Guided Missiles

Main Weapon Range: 4000m
Main Weapon Range: 5000m

Type: Amphibious Assault Gun

Main Weapon: 105mm Main Gun

Nomenclature: ZTL-11
Type: Main Battle Tank

Nomenclature: ZTZ-99A

Main Weapon: 125mm Main Gun

Main Weapon Range: 3000m
Type: Main Battle Tank

Main Weapon: 125mm, 12.7mm, 7.62mm

Main Weapon Range: 3000m, 2000m, 1000m

Nomenclature: ZTZ-96A
Type: Engineer Vehicle

Nomenclature: GCZ 112

Main Weapon: Boom and Bucket, Blade